Highlights and impact of the past 3 months

Set your course by the stars, not by the lights of every passing ship.
Se
-Omar N. Bradley-

In a year where the pandemic raged, our team deeply realised that there is only one way the
HOEP-ship could be navigated through the stormy seas. We could only sail the unknown
waters safely by placing our compass entirely in our Great Skipper’s Hands and by letting Him
determine our course. Thank You to every sponsor and friend of HOEP who supported us and
who helped us to remain focused. Our seven “crew members” now disembark for the
December holidays as a stronger, more experienced team than ever before! We honour our
Heavenly Father for a great and successful year.

HOEP grows amidst Covid storms!
The number of crèches and schools we assist with our intervention program, grew from 57 to
64 since our previous report. With 6 crèches on our waiting list (which brings the total to 70),
we look forward to a “full house” in the new year!!
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Below: HOEP’s Admin Manager, Olivia Oppelt, devotes many, many hours to planning,
ordering and packaging of workbooks for the different schools so that each learner can
receive his/her own brand new book at the beginning of every term.

Above (middle): The HOEP-tree grows!! Below: New crèches we recently welcomed as part
of the HOEP-family.

Training and empowerment
Training of our HOEP Quality Co-ordinators takes place on a weekly basis. These training
sessions are led by Sunette Erasmus (Remedial Therapist) and is aimed at continuously
improving our program to the benefit of the learners.
During our quality training this year, we had an in-depth look at the external assessment
results as measured by Lynette van der Vyver and Karen Swartz at the end of 2019. Each
aspect which did not test on par, according to the Grade R Learning Barrier Screening Battery,
was handled individually and new ideas were shared around the table to improve these
specific aspects in future. Our Quality Co-ordinators passed this knowledge on to the 101
educators and caretakers presenting our Early Remedial Intervention Program to the 4- to 6year olds in their classes.
Below: An example of the test results as measured at one of the crèches where HOEP is
involved.
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Below: Kinders vir die Koning’s grade RR and R staff during training by one of HOEP’s Quality
Co-ordinators. All educators on the program receive weekly training by Sophia Jansen, Maria
Koen and Ilse Titus in the comfort of their own classes. The educators show their appreciation
in so many wonderful ways. Below, right: Sophia is thanked on the Covenant Kids’ facebook
page for her input at the crèche.

Below: Trained and busy working!! Educators at different crèches presenting the HOEP
program in their classes.
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The learners flourish!

Above: Learners working on concrete level. Bottle tops, pebbles, washing pegs and egg
containers are easily obtainable items in the different communities. Here it is used very
effectively for counting skills and number recognition.
Below: During every session the learners start off on concrete level and progress to abstract
level. On abstract level, learners work in their HOEP workbooks. The skill that was introduced
in a playful manner (concrete level) is hereby reïnforced by working on paper (abstract level).
The little ones are all very proud of their workbooks, which is sent home at the end of every
term, so that the parents can observe their children’s work and progress.
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Weekly themes (in accordance with CAPS) are used to develop the learners’ language- and
life skills. It is integrated in their weekly activities in fun-filled ways to encourage conversation
and to broaden vocabulary related to specific themes.
Below: Doctors and fire “woman” of the future!! Learners dressed up according to the theme
“careers”. The educators also prepare the most beautiful theme tables to fuel curiosity to
learn more about the theme and to improve language skills.

HOEP TUBE!
After the Covid restriction rules had been relaxed, we were able to go ahead with the
recording of our HOEP YouTube videos, going hand in hand with our remedial workbooks for
grade RR and grade R.
Below: Examples of the exciting activities uploaded on our YouTube channel this term! During
every session perceptual skills, language skills and mathematical skills are developed in fun
and enjoyable ways.
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Perceptual Skills

Language

Mathematics

We are so grateful that these videos do
not cost HOEP a cent!! The production is
done totally free of charge by Réni Jansen
van Rensburg. Right: Réni trained Ilse
Titus to do the recording, while Sunette
Erasmus prepares all the apparatus and
presents the sessions without any
additional cost to HOEP. Joyful, “heartwork” to all involved!!

Update on our Centre in Sir Lowry’s Pass
As centre manager, Robin Bagus oversees the use of our HOEP Centre on a daily basis. We are
also extremely grateful to Mr Charlton de Morney, headmaster of the primary school, who
initiates and carries out wonderful improvements at the centre. He and his team led a project
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during the term where interactive boards were installed in the library to the benefit of the
140 learners being taught in the centre.

Above: Centre Manager, Robin Bagus. Above, right: A media library in progress!

Above: Friends of HOEP reached out to our grade RR learners. Thank You, Anton and Ansa
van Geest for the huge clothing donation. A huge Thank You also to Nico and Luzanne
Esterhuyze for always providing funds for proper breakfasts for our little ones.

Crowdfunding Campaign
To continue doing our work and service in the communities, it is essential to always find ways
to fund it. We are excited about our HOEP-video! Through this 3-minute video-material, not
only the extreme need in the areas we work can be seen, but also the difference HOEP makes.
Please have a look and share it with your networks of friends and business colleagues.
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HOEP Crowdfunding Campaign
https://youtu.be/N7RDkyN9nGY

Friends of HOEP give feedback:
(Translated from Afrikaans)
Thank You to HOEP. Harsh, heartbreaking reality, but HOEP gives hope to
these little ones on their way forward.
HOEP makes a huge difference. It is
grace and love that change the world for
these children.
-

Sunette, I just had a look at the HOEP video
and, as always, I am so impressed with what
you continue to do through all the years and
how you just keep on growing! I will gladly
pass the message on. I pray for strength and
blessings bestowed to HOEP.

Hilda Pretorius -

-

Almero Cloete -

Toyota Knights passes on the Christmas joy!

Above: The little faces lit up and there were twinkles in all the eyes!! We could feel the
excitement while the learners waited for their names to be called out! An enormous Thank
You to the Toyota Knights for making such a festive morning possible for 53 learners at Care
& Share Educare. They will never forget it! ….And we will never forget YOU!!
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What do representatives of the communities say about HOEP?

Grabouw
003-223 – NPO 930026816 - PBO

20 November 2020
Letter of Appreciation
This letter serves of great gratitude towards your organisation for the excellent work that you do
within the community of Grabouw of which we are part of.
It is common in Grabouw that we struggle with school dropouts, as many of our children struggle
to perform academically due to their learning barriers to overcome.
We as community and organisation are totally aware that our children need effective and efficient
stimulation from an early age to stop such occurrences.

Geseënde
Many of our children’s learning and
development Kersfees!
abilities are affected by the use of substances by
their parents while they’re pregnant and requires urgent intervention and support.
Through the implementation and support of the Heaven-on-earth Project, we as organisation
could evidently see the positive outcome of learning and development by affected learners.
The positive response that we received from parents and mainstream schools with regard to the
implementation of your program is overwhelming and therefore we say “THANK YOU VERY
MUCH”. Thank you for your massive contribution that you make within our community through
this program, as it will impact the lives of many children and even generations to come.
We as organisation and community benefit greatly, and we hope that this program could be rolled
out to more children to change the lives of poor communities who desperately need this.
Once again thank you, and may our good Lord bless your organisation abundantly for the work
that you do.
Yours in serving the community
Fergusson Oppelt, General Manager
(Published as received)
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Finishing strong!

We’ve finished strong and
with our Heavenly Father
leading the way, HOEP is off
to great places in 2021!!
We wish all our amazing
sponsors and friends a joyful
and blessed Christmas.

Report compiled by:

Date:

HOEP-team 2020

15 December 2020

www.hoep.org.za
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